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About the Texas Learning Exchange
The Texas Learning Exchange (TxLx) project aims to collaborate
with Texas educational leaders to develop innovative PK-12
learning resources, solutions and models focused on equity,
access and overall enhancement in teaching and learning.
The pandemic has accelerated the need to rethink educational
delivery models and how to address the needs of students in the
current environment. Calls for social justice across the country
gives us pause to think about society’s systems for serving all—
especially education. Much has been learned over the last six
months about what’s needed to ensure the delivery of quality
teaching and learning, both in person and remotely.

With transitions between distance learning and hybrid models
likely on the way, continuity of instruction will be crucial in
supporting learners and their families this school year.
TxLx is a project of Educate Texas and JoCo Launch in partnership with
Getting Smart and Altitude Learning, and will be complementary to
the work of the Texas Education Association’s Texas Home Learning
Project. None of this would be possible without the frontline
contributions of educators, and we are humbled and honored to
be able to support you in the critical endeavor of preparing Texas’s
children to contribute to society.

About the Texas Learning Exchange
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TxLx Project Leadership
Educate Texas, along with our partners Getting Smart and
Altitude Learning, share a goal to ensure that all Texas students
are prepared to be successful in school, work and life. For over
fifteen years, Educate Texas has been engaging education leaders
such as yourself to see that mission accomplished. With the help
of like-minded education, business and community partners, we
can empower our fellow administrators, teachers and support
staff on the frontlines to implement sound solutions that improve
student outcomes across the state.
To develop these ideas, we have consulted with a broad group of
stakeholders and formed a steering committee from across Texas
to ensure we include a spectrum of perspectives. These ideas and
information would not be possible without their generous support.

TxLx Steering Committee:
Khechara Bradford, Spring ISD
Tamekia Brown Ed.D, El Paso ISD
Erin Bown-Anderson, Austin ISD
Todd Davis Ed.D, Aldine ISD
Angie Gaylord, Dallas ISD
Ronnie Gonzales, Navasota ISD
Lisa Goodnow Ph.D, Midland ISD
Matthew Gutierrez Ed.D, Seguin ISD
Cristi Morgan, Sunnyvale ISD
Scott Muri, Ector ISD
Harry Piles, Lytle ISD
Yolanda Rodriguez, Houston ISD
Macy Satterwhite Ph.D, Lubbock-Cooper ISD
Jill Siler Ed.D, Gunter ISD
Amber Stowers, Sweeny ISD
Raul Trevino, Rio Hondo ISD
Remy Washington, Uplift Charters
James Wilcox Ed.D, Longview ISD
Annie Wolfe, Katy ISD
Burak Yilmaz Ed.D, Harmony Public Schools
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TxLx Project Leadership

The Texas Learning Exchange (TxLx) Edtech Leadership Guide is intended to serve the complex needs for instructional and
operational technology, with an eye to equity and excellence. The guide provides guidance and recommendations as it relates to
your district and the unique needs of diverse learners in each school.

TxLx Project Leadership
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How to Use The TxLx Edtech Leadership Guide
The TxLx Edtech Leadership Guide is an effort to offer Texas
education leaders the best resources and guidance for making
effective changes in a thoughtful way during an open-ended
season of change.
This guide is written for education leaders and organized to
provide coverage for the topics that can be addressed with
effective education technology (edtech) leadership.
Considering that most decisions about your school’s edtech
platforms and usage are made in collaboration among your
school’s senior leadership, this guide is written to address the
issues facing superintendents, tech directors and curriculum
directors.
Regardless of the roles reflected in your school’s leadership
structure, this guide attempts to offer coverage for effective shifts
in your edtech strategic planning from project management,
transformations in teaching and learning, and technical
considerations of your entire stack of technology.
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How to Use the TxLx Edtech Leadership Guide

Our goal for the reader is to find an accessible entry point on a
topic and set achievable intermediary goals for your schools for
the period from Fall 2020 through Spring 2022. As the guide
is updated over the months ahead, you may find additional
information and resources, perhaps provided by your peers as
they offer feedback from their own experience implementing new
learning strategies.
Given the inherent differences from one school or district to the
next, it may be necessary to adapt the methods described in this
guide to apply them to schools and grade levels that may differ
in terms of readiness and need. To that end, more ideas and
information can be found in the TxLx Instructional Supports Guide.

Providing Equity through Technological Access
Across the systems and activities we design for our students,
this year’s wholesale shift in instructional delivery models has
highlighted equity and access like never before. While many Texas
school leaders were able to provide tablets, chromebooks and
other devices for their students to use, funding and long-range
planning may not have been in place for an equitable distribution
of these resources. Likewise, access to broadband proved to be
an issue in many areas of the state. In some cases, districts set
up hotspots around their communities to broadcast wide-area
Wi-Fi for access, but many districts struggled to address this
challenge. Overall, while there were many incredible efforts to
support learners, this spring highlighted inequities in our system
that have existed for some time. It is incumbent on all educators
to reflect on how we are designing and implementing, as well
as evaluating and procuring, the various components of the
learning experience, such that we provide equity and honor the
rich diversity of our state.
As complex as these technological decisions for ensuring access
were, they were more reactionary than responsive. This past
spring revealed other needs about usage tools and student data
concerns, as most schools had to begin accounting for the health
data required to safely admit students into schools and other
learning spaces. The Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT)
released a guide for student privacy as an equity issue related to
these shifts toward different learning experiences, whether inperson, remote or via a hybrid model. Maintaining compliance
with FERPA is the focus of this particular guide. The Data Quality
Campaign (DQC) has also produced guidance on student privacy
in the COVID-19 era, focusing on equity.

We’ve witnessed the frequently mentioned “digital divide”
caused by lack of access to technology used in instruction,
creating an intimidating “opportunity gap” for certain families
and the students. Education-technology strategy should focus
on preventing this condition from further disadvantaging our
most vulnerable students. CCSSO’s Digital Learning Gap Guide
provides a high-level entry point for confronting this with
confidence over time and transcending the gateways between
the school and the state.
The Education Trust’s 10 Questions for Equity Advocates to Ask
About Distance Learning During COVID-19 includes some of the
same considerations, but tightens the focus on providing equitable
opportunities through access to materials and experiences.
Right now, how we lead in general—let alone for the specifics
of the moment—is ripe for an equity-infused transformation.
The Commit Partnership of Dallas has been collecting data and
reporting on the needs of students in order to impact the academic
outcomes and career readiness for underserved North Texas
students. Connected Nation’s broadband report for Texas shows
where some communities are struggling most without access.
Digital Promise calls their approach “Inclusive Innovation,” and
applying their framework to your edtech infrastructure can reduce
iteration cycles and the frustration that top-down-designed
systems can create for those whose needs aren’t considered.

Providing Equity through Technological Access
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Learner-centered Leadership for Edtech

Former California Superintendent of the Year and Chief Impact
Officer and Chief Academic Officer of Altitude Learning Devin
Vodicka suggests that districts implement a “Framework for
the Future” in which aligning vision, mission, values and goals,
informing roles and responsibilities, and feeding into a strategic
plan are the foundations for rapid progress in a school district.
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Effective implementation of technology to support learnercentered practices requires a coherent organizational strategy.
For all Texas educators, a level-setting resource from TEA
provides the foundation with the Effective Schools Framework
that will share a common language for continuous improvement
and alignment to their other resources. From there, applying it to
leading edtech strategies will further consolidate energies into
productive outcomes.
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A Framework for the Future

COMMON AGENDA
• Common understanding of the challenge
• Shared vision for change
SHARED MEASUREMENT
• Collecting data and measuring results
• Focus on performance management
• Shared accountability

●

Vision describes the desired future state

●

Mission is why the organization exists

●

Values describe how people will interact and behave

REINFORCING ACTIVITIES

●

Goals define how progress will be measured

• Differentiated approaches
• Coordination through joint plan of action

To the extent that it is possible to align goals with vision, mission
and values, these efforts will help to orient focus and attention in
the right direction.

CONTINUOUS COMMUNICATION
• Consistent and open communication
• Focus on building trust and relationships
BACKBONE SUPPORT
• Administrative core and partner
• Convener, facilitator, capacity builder and catalyst for
the thought, strategy and purpose of the initiative

Source: Educate Texas Collective Impact Model & Support Services
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Learner-centered Leadership for Edtech

Educate Texas’s use of the Collective Impact model and provision
of support services is available for consideration in use by a number
of Texas school districts and complementary to other project
management, goal setting, and strategic planning for districts.

Rio Grande Valley, El Paso, and Midland are working with Educate
Texas using Collective Impact as a framework that unites crosssector community members to drive social change that achieves
equity forging a transparent path forward and removing barriers
to education and postsecondary success for all students.

Setting Goals
When developing goals, it is important to keep them measurable within a defined timeframe. The classic S.M.A.R.T. Goals model is a
familiar way to plan while evaluating priorities. However, times like these call for updated measures—and a newer formula moves us
from S.M.A.R.T. to S.U.C.C.E.S.S.

The S.M.A.R.T. Goal Formula

Specific

Measurable

Attainable

Relevant

Time-bound

Clearly identify the goal.

Define the goal in measurable terms.

Choose goals that are realistic and
manageable.
Make sure the goal is something that
is important to you.
Define the time frame during which
you will achieve the goal.

Source: S.M.A.R.T. Goals Formula, Psychology Today

The S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Goal Formula

Subjective

Urgent

The best goals are personal. They reflect
what we really want and need, not what
others want for us.
Better goals inspire immediate action.
What are the benefits of acting now?
What are the costs of waiting?

Committed

Choose goals that you feel strongly
enough about to persist until you achieve
them.

Concrete

Goals that are concrete and specific are
more likely to be realized than goals that
are vague.

Evaluate

Regularly reviewing progress towards our
goals is an evidence-based method for
improving our results.

Shared

Writing down and publicizing our goals
increases our sense of accountability for
acheiving them.

Support

Goals for which we can obtain support from
others or pursue in cooperation with others
give us an edge.

Source: S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Goals Formula, Psychology Today

Learner-centered Leadership for Edtech
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Identifying a reasonable number of goals and then prioritizing
them is also an important way to provide focus and clarity for
the organization. In addition, it is helpful to include a mix of
leading and lagging indicators so that the goals can meaningfully
inform adjustments on an ongoing basis. For example, the goal
of improving graduation rates is an excellent lagging indicator—

one that can only be evaluated annually and retrospectively.
A goal focused on improving attendance, on the other hand, is
a leading measure—one that can be monitored daily and that
may have predictive value in achieving other lagging outcomes.
Here’s what that could look like in terms of the S.U.C.C.E.S.S.
formula:

LEADING MEASURE: IMPROVING ATTENDANCE

Subjective

Every learner deserves the utmost opportunity to develop as a whole person, and that
potential is best realized by having a maximum amount of contact with the learning
community for both academic and non-academic growth.

Urgent

Given presently shifting dynamics, school staff are even more obligated to provide access
and encouragement, however and whenever a learner’s interactions are experienced.

Committed

Believing that students succeed who are actively engaged in their learning communities,
teachers and educational leaders must demonstrate their commitment by being engaged
in keeping the student present for growth opportunities.

Concrete

As a learning community, we must describe and measure how a student’s engagement
represents their presence, more than their simply logging in or showing up in person does.

Evaluate

With other metrics in hand, how do the quantity and quality of a student’s engagements
in a virtual, hybrid or in-person learning environment measure, over time and relative to
those of their peers?

Shared

With feedback from all represented roles, we will update our culture from tracking
“attendance” to nurturing “engagement,” and what we expect will be shared repeatedly
in our communication channels.

Support

Clarifying outcomes from attendance to engagement will yield a division of new
behaviors between roles in the learning community and encourage feedback to support
continual improvement.

Pursue the new goal and reflect on its S.U.C.C.E.S.S. Then iterate.
10
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Roles and Responsibilities
Once goals are established and systems to monitor progress
are implemented, leaders should reevaluate the assignment of
roles and responsibilities. It may be helpful to acknowledge here
that not all who read this text will be in a position of decisionmaking authority for the district or school. At every level of an
organization, individuals are part of a team and are embedded
in existing formal structures that were designed and implemented
by other people—and regardless of your role in an organization,
you can influence official roles and responsibilities through actions
and advocacy.
The constant theme is to make choices in responding to the
pandemic that are sustainable and relevant in any operations
and learning-design decisions, should normalcy and safer inperson learning resume sooner than later.
In the third part of their guide, Reimagining Space, Time & Staffing,
The Next Generation Learning Challenge and 2Revolutions discuss
ways roles can be updated to keep a school agile in responding to
learners’ needs. Their advice spans three subtopics and applies
to reorganizing current staff and recruiting for new roles:
●

Think beyond your “traditional teachers”

●

Move beyond convention and hire for what students need

●

Look for versatility

Consider how Harmony Public Schools have aligned their professional
learning to their strategic goals to build a microcredential system
that empowers their staff to sharpen their skills universally. Their
approach allows robust hiring from within as new initiatives mature,
because they can cultivate and realign quickly, knowing in detail the
strengths and aspirations of their team.
As you consider adjusting roles and reassigning responsibilities,
there are two unproductive extremes to avoid. In the first,
“everyone” is accountable for particular outcomes, which
means that nobody is truly accountable. In the second, actual
accountability is so misaligned from stated roles that it is
fundamentally counterproductive. Here we are looking to find
balance and to assign accountability to individuals who are
meaningfully empowered to lead projects, as Tom Vander Ark
urges, as well as manage teams and utilize resources to achieve
desired goals

What extends the value of this resource further is how they’ve
brought in resources from sectors outside of education, yet still
relevant to the field.

Learner-centered Leadership for Edtech
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Communication and Relationships
Your school district already has an established communication
approach for both internal and external messaging across
channels and for different tasks, purposes or audiences. Your
families relied on it this spring to stay connected with the rapidly
evolving shifts. But could it have served you better? The Donovan
Group, an education consulting firm, has published a National
Communication Plan for Returning to School. The site consists of
a set of guidelines with suggestions for a timeline and a regularly
updated bank of pre-written copy for different communication
channels to assist school leaders when it’s time to inform families
of coming changes to the operation of your schools. As such, it’s a
good place to start in reviewing your plan and the tools you use to
share information with households.
In addition to developing and implementing a strong written
communications plan, relationships are the foundation for
significant change in education. In a recent study from the
University of California, San Diego, researchers calculated that
improvements in trust for school principals were associated
with a 15% change in all other areas of a student’s experience.
EdArXiv leads their school-redesign report with an emphasis on
relationships. Intensifying connectedness, particularly during a
crisis, is a wise approach to build social capital for the learning
community to navigate through this context of rapid change.
Improving relational trust occurs through frequent interactions,
and receptive skills—how we take input and listen to others—may
be more important than our expressive communications.
As a result, the communications plan should also incorporate
ways to gather input from students, families, staff and community
members to inform ongoing adjustments. In a learner-centered
approach, listening to students is particularly important.
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Effectively leading such adjustments starts with the ability to bring
teammates together in a culture that recognizes how symbiotic
and complementary our work can be—especially now, in
accommodating a variety of instructional delivery methods while
staying abreast of compliance issues on local, state and federal
levels.

Additional Edtech Leadership Frameworks
The Future Ready Schools framework
You can’t talk about planning for the near future with long-term
vision without mentioning the Future Ready Schools Initiative. The
Texas Association of School Administrators (TASA) is an organization
committed to school transformation and employs the equitable,
learner-centered Future Ready Schools approach to encourage
leaders across the state to reinvent the learning experience in their
schools. Signing the Future Ready pledge is a great first step many
Texas education leaders have taken in order to join the network, but
making use of their framework to change culture, build out strategy
and see it applied in the classroom is the goal of the program.

and improve learning outcomes. Through the FRS

seven key areas known as “gears”:
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1. Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment

Spokesperson for the Future Ready initiative Tom Murray and
fellow edtech expert Eric Sheninger of Cypress, Texas, said in their
2017 piece, Learning Transformed, that there are eight keys for
leaders to keep in mind if they’re intent on seeing improvement—
factors that are just as relevant now as they were before the
pandemic and social-justice shifts of 2020:

3. Budget and Resources

●
●

●

IMPLEMENT
With remote learning at the forefront of how teaching and learning
transpires, Future Ready’s remote learning page is an ideal means
to for edtech leaders either already participating in the network
or looking for an entry point upon signing their pledge. Their
resource library has ample guidance for topics such as supporting
personalized learning or facilitating equity measures.

5. Data and Privacy

Key #2: The learning experience must be redesigned and
made personal.

6. Robust Infrastructure

Key #3: Decisions must be grounded in evidence and driven
by a Return on Instruction (ROI).

7. Use of Space and Time

●
●

●

●

The Future Ready Interactive Planning Dashboard is free for use by
all, and access to emerging tech plans for districts could save time in
evaluating edtech.

4. Community Partnerships

Key #1: Leadership and school culture lay the foundation.

●

Key #4: Learning spaces must become learner-centered.
Key #5: Professional learning must be relevant, engaging,
ongoing and personal.
Key #6: Technology must be leveraged and used as an
accelerant for student learning.
Key #7: Community collaboration and engagement must be
woven into the fabric of a school’s culture.
Key #8: Schools that transform learning are built to last, as
financial, political and pedagogical sustainability
ensures long-term success.

As you evaluate your own strategic plan and think about how
to use published frameworks and checklists like those contained
in this guide, blending complementary resources is not only
encouraged, but likely essential in order to address the identified
gaps in your systems.

Learner-centered Leadership for Edtech
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Sheninger is more explicit about his emphasis on building digital
leadership skills in his work with the International Center for
Leadership in Education (ICLE) on the seven pillars of digital
leadership:

7 PILLARS OF DIGITAL

LEADERSHIP
from ICLE Senior Fellow Eric Sheninger

For education leaders, the time to boldly move schools forward into the digital age is
now. The end result? Sustainable change—with technology as a pivotal element. Focus
on enhancing these areas of school culture through use of available technology.

COMMUNICATION
Engage all stakeholders in two-way communication through various free social media
tools and simple implementation strategies.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Use free social media to become storyteller-in-chief, sharing all of the positives
associated with your schools and creating much-needed transparency in an age of
negative education rhetoric.

BRANDING
Leverage social media to create a brand presence that emphasizes the positive
aspects of school culture, increases community pride, and helps attract/retain families
looking for a school for their children.

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AND LEARNING
What gets planned gets done. Now that we know our academic outcome, understand
which strategies we will leverage to meet that outcome, and have considered how to utilize
digital tools to make those strategies more efficient and effective, we can plan for success.

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Form your own Personal Learning Network (PLN) to meet diverse learning needs, acquire
resources, access knowledge, receive feedback, connect with education experts and
practitioners, and discuss proven strategies to improve teaching, learning, and leadership.

RE-ENVISIONING LEARNING SPACES AND ENVIRONMENTS
Be knowledgeable of the characteristics that embody innovative learning environments,
such as Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), blended learning, the flipped classroom,
gamification, makerspaces, and virtual learning.

OPPORTUNITY
Consistently seek out ways to improve existing programs, resources, and professional
development through technology.

Inspire Digital
Leadership with Eric:
hmhco.com/EricSheninger
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt | hmhco.com
International Center for Leadership in Education®, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt®, and HMH® are registered trademarks of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. © Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. 11/18 WF642451

Source: ICLE’s 7 Pillars of Digital Leadership, by Eric Sheninger
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ICLE’s 7 Pillars of Digital Leadership,
by Eric Sheninger:
Communication: Engage all stakeholders in twoway communication through various free social
media tools and simple implementation strategies.
Public Relations: Use free social media to become
storyteller-in-chief, sharing all of the positives
associated with your schools and creating muchneeded transparency in an age of negative
education rhetoric.
Branding: Leverage social media to create a brand
presence that emphasizes the positive aspects of
school culture, increases community pride, and
helps attract/retain families looking for a school
for their children.
Student Engagement and Learning: What gets
planned gets done. Now that we know our
academic outcome, understand which strategies
we will leverage to meet that outcome, and have
considered how to utilize digital tools to make
those strategies more efficient and effective, we
can plan for success.
Professional Growth and Development: Form your
own Personal Learning Network (PLN) to meet diverse
learning needs, acquire resources, access knowledge,
receive feedback, connect with education experts and
practitioners, and discuss proven strategies to improve
teaching, learning, and leadership.
Re-envisioning Learning Spaces and Environments:
Be knowledgeable of the characteristics that
embody innovative learning environments, such as
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), blended learning,
the flipped classroom, gamification, makerspaces,
and virtual learning.
Opportunity: Consistently seek out ways to
improve existing programs, resources, and
professional development through technology.

Change management with heart
Change may be part of the fabric for an educator, but the changes
we’ve all endured in the world recently have caused varying
degrees of universal anxiety, to say the least. We can acknowledge
that we’re now having to adopt drastic changes to most facets of
our life and work.

Use your edtech to develop a culture of staying connected to each
of your team members while negotiating through harder times for
each of the significant transition projects you’re overseeing. Give
people a chance to be heard and respond, so they know you are
listening. Then keep the pace.

As leaders, managing these shifts in our practice and operations is
contingent upon balancing the time, energy and money of project
management with an empathetic heart for people and the stress and
sacrifice being demanded of them. That’s the impetus for applying a
change-management process—and the hard parts associated with
the transition are unavoidable.

Whether the driver for change is the pandemic or something else,
your team’s capacity for adopting change is likely getting stretched
by the things that have to be done.

In the drawing below, ending an outgoing status quo to make room
for a new one entails leading your learning community through the
valley of the neutral zone that is neither the old nor yet the new.
Expecting responses to include anger and grieving, and preparing
to work through those responses in time, is part of the role of a
leader with a clear vision and strategy.
This is where regular and frequent communication is essential for
protecting the morale of the learning community.

Since the Bridges model above doesn’t have any action associated
with it, layering a change-management model on top of the
diagram can help you visualize and predict the more difficult phase
of the transition. This strategy may offer some structure and reduce
emotional stress for your teachers and staff, as well as quell some
concerns in households.
The ADKAR model aligns with the sorts of changes educators
are contending with across the state, moving from awareness to
reinforcement of changes made across your learning community.

New Beginnings

Endings

Productivity

Shock

High Energy

Denial

Excitement

Normal Productivity

Anger
Apathy

Frustration
Confusion

Engagement
Listlessness

Neutral Zone
Transition
Time
Source: The Bridges Transition Model from Process.st

Learner-centered Leadership for Edtech
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ADKAR ends on reinforcement, but that is eventually going to give
way when another paradigm shift occurs. In the meantime, the task
becomes sustaining the new status quo with resources drawn from
the field or generated locally.

As it relates to educational technology and desired improvements
in learning, leadership has consistently been shown to be a strong
predictor of success or failure in reform initiatives.
In addition, procurement of educational technology resources can
be improved by ensuring that principles of learning science, design
for equity and universal use, tools that have been designed with
practitioners or other expert stakeholders, and tools that have been
implemented and refined based on classroom and school practices
are incorporated into the building and ongoing development of
programs.

Sustainability is about realistically pacing the expansion of capacity.
By expanding both the quantity and quality of their collective time,
budget and human capital, semester by semester and year to year,
districts and schools small and large can keep innovation going. TEA
has released the recordings and materials from their free summer
training series for principals supporting remote instruction, and
building capacity is one of the modules.

A

D

Awareness
●

●

●

 nnounce the change to
A
employees well ahead
of time.
Explain your reasoning
behind the change,
including current pain
points and potential ROI
of the new solution.
 ive employees an
G
opportunity to ask
questions and make
suggestions.

K

Desire
●

●
●

Knowledge

Gauge employees’
reactions to the change.

●

Identify champions.
I f employees are
resistant or indifferent,
address their concerns
or show them how the
change benefits them
personally.

●
●

 rovide training or
P
coaching to show what
employees need to do
after the change takes
place.

 ffer resources, such as
O
process flowcharts, that
employees can reference
later on.

●

●

●

 chedule practice runs
S
before the change is fully
implemented.
Monitor performance
immediately following
the change and provide
constructive feedback.
 et reasonable goals
S
and metrics at the start.

Reinforcement
●

●

 onitor the change over
M
time to ensure it fulfills
your desired outcome.
 se positive feedback,
U
rewards, and recognition
to encourage employees
to keep following the
new process.

 djust processes as
A
necessary.

Engagement Zone
Source: ADKAR Model on LucidChart.com
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Ability
●

Address any skill gaps.

Enablement Zone
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Evaluating and Enhancing the Learner’s Experience with Edtech
Thinking about the way learners and their families experience
your schools, from registration through graduation, will reveal the
sequence of services, roles and responsibilities needed to move
things along properly. Though the virtual or physical classroom
is where students activate learning, the gateway to that learning
experience is through the district office—likewise virtual or in-person.

District and school leaders need to pay attention to those
departmental supports that often work in quiet quarters, ensuring
operations continue seamlessly. Your school district’s support staff
are vulnerable to the same overload that classroom teachers are
experiencing, even though feedback from parents is generally
directed at the systems they manage rather than specifically at them.

Amplifying equity in your school or district’s strategic plan, vision,
mission, values and goals sends an inclusive message to your
families, and builds community. Doing so in both English and Spanish,
so that all members of the family have a chance to discuss at home
what’s happening in the next couple of semesters, is crucial. And if
your school district’s public-facing website software can’t support
serving the language diversity of your community in that way, it may
be time to upgrade it.

Consider the following questions:

The district “Welcome Center” serves practically as a way to help
get students registered for a course of learning in your district.
But it also makes the very first and most lasting impression upon
families as they visit your website, come to the building, or review
provided materials back at home. What is that “user experience”
like for your students and their families? Do they truly feel welcome,
regardless of their background? Are there things that can change
to accommodate their perspectives, expectations and curiosities
better?

●

●

●

I s your Information Technology staff or department aware
of changes coming from staff in other departments, such as
curricular leaders and teachers?
 re your instructional coaches, para-teachers and content
A
specialists being tended to in their need for visibility into
student work?
 re your advisory, counseling and other student-services
A
staff able to perform their case-management requirements
effectively?

Moving forward, school itself has to transition from a place to a
specific way we feel, no matter how we’re engaging with each
other, as we resume a new expression—a new school culture of
sorts. Considering the impact this shift has already had on the
student’s experience at an emotional level, and given the reduction
of social interaction, where do students go after registering for
classes? It’s Student Services, or your district’s equivalent: the space
where a student’s needs are considered against their grade-level
equivalency.
Evaluating and Enhancing the Learner’s Experience with Edtech
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The SAMR model
For your staff especially, setting realistic expectations for new
approaches must be accomplished with grace. There’s always
another learning opportunity, another project or lesson. Dr. Reuben
Puentedura’s SAMR model has become a classic framework for
nurturing educational evolution away from traditional, direct
instruction, and opening up a wide range of possibilities for teachers
to develop a new style and for students to have more meaningful
engagement with their learning in online, blended and other models.

For those already using SAMR in their schools, revisiting it with
some enhancement may be a logical next step. Practicing teacher
Paul Emerich France pushed the SAMR framework in recent years
by questioning the usage of our edtech tools, and derived four
questions to consider in continuing to espouse SAMR in instructional
technology design and implementation:

Schoology offers an excellent guide to SAMR for those using the
platform, along with other helpful supports for their users. The strength
of the SAMR approach is in the permission it grants to veteran teachers
to evolve their practice at their pace. Not all teachers are ready to
jump from substitution all the way to redefinition; and as with our
students, it’s healthy to have teachers work at their own pace with
some camaraderie as encouragement.

2. Does the technology help to maximize the individual power and
potential of all learners in the room?

A

R

4. Will the technology preserve or enhance human connection in the
classroom?

Substitution

Technology acts as a direct substitute,
with no functional change.

Augmentation

Technology acts as a direct substitute, with
functional improvement.

Modification

Technology allows for significant task redesign.

Redefinition

Technology allows for the creation of new tasks, previously
inconceivable.
The SAMR Model. Source: Wikimedia Commons
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Transformation

M

3.Will the technology help us do something previously unimaginable?

Enhancement

S

1. Does the technology help to minimize complexity?

TPACK
Where SAMR is a simple framework, TPACK is more complex—and thus a good alternative if your school or district is ready for another level
of challenge in rethinking learning design. From three overlapping forms of knowledge (content, pedagogical and technological), there are
seven total overlapping combinations of increasing complexity:
●

●

●

 ontent Knowledge (CK) —“Teachers’ knowledge about
C
the subject matter to be learned or taught. The content to
be covered in middle school science or history is different
from the content to be covered in an undergraduate course
on art appreciation or a graduate seminar on astrophysics…
As Shulman (1986) noted, this knowledge would include
knowledge of concepts, theories, ideas, organizational
frameworks, knowledge of evidence and proof, as well as
established practices and approaches toward developing
such knowledge.” (Koehler & Mishra, 2009)
 edagogical Knowledge (PK) —“Teachers’ deep knowledge
P
about the processes and practices or methods of teaching
and learning. They encompass, among other things, overall
educational purposes, values, and aims. This generic form
of knowledge applies to understanding how students learn,
general classroom management skills, lesson planning, and
student assessment.” (Koehler & Mishra, 2009)
 echnology Knowledge (TK) —“Knowledge about certain
T
ways of thinking about and working with technology, tools
and resources. This includes understanding information
technology broadly enough to apply it productively at
work and in everyday life, being able to recognize when
information technology can assist or impede the achievement
of a goal, and being able to continually adapt to changes in
information technology.” (Koehler & Mishra, 2009)

●

●

 edagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) —“Consistent
P
with and similar to Shulman’s idea of knowledge of
pedagogy that is applicable to the teaching of specific
content. Central to Shulman’s conceptualization of PCK is
the notion of the transformation of the subject matter for
teaching. Specifically, according to Shulman (1986), this
transformation occurs as the teacher interprets the subject
matter, finds multiple ways to represent it, and adapts and
tailors the instructional materials to alternative conceptions
and students’ prior knowledge. PCK covers the core
business of teaching, learning, curriculum, assessment and
reporting, such as the conditions that promote learning and
the links among curriculum, assessment, and pedagogy.”
(Koehler & Mishra, 2009)
 echnological Content Knowledge (TCK) —“An understanding
T
of the manner in which technology and content influence and
constrain one another. Teachers need to master more than
the subject matter they teach; they must also have a deep
understanding of the manner in which the subject matter (or
the kinds of representations that can be constructed) can be
changed by the application of particular technologies. Teachers
need to understand which specific technologies are best
suited for addressing subject-matter learning in their domains
and how the content dictates or perhaps even changes the
technology—or vice versa.” (Koehler & Mishra, 2009)
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●

●

 echnological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK) —
T
“An understanding of how teaching and learning can change
when particular technologies are used in particular ways.
This includes knowing the pedagogical affordances and
constraints of a range of technological tools as they relate to
disciplinarily and developmentally appropriate pedagogical
designs and strategies.” (Koehler & Mishra, 2009)
 echnological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK)—
T
“Underlying truly meaningful and deeply skilled teaching
with technology, TPACK is different from knowledge of
all three concepts individually. Instead, TPACK is the
basis of effective teaching with technology, requiring an
understanding of the representation of concepts using
technologies; pedagogical techniques that use technologies
in constructive ways to teach content; knowledge of
what makes concepts difficult or easy to learn and how
technology can help redress some of the problems that
students face; knowledge of students’ prior knowledge
and theories of epistemology; and knowledge of how
technologies can be used to build on existing knowledge
to develop new epistemologies or strengthen old ones.”
(Koehler & Mishra, 2009)

The TPACK diagram to the right shows where each of those
combinations relate to each other.
When building and operating teaching and learning models
via a learning-management system, educators can address
rigor, entry points, duration and other factors by seeking ways
to combine knowledge types differently. Schoology’s content
team has published an excellent primer on using TPACK to design
instruction and redefine professional learning.
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Technological
Content
Knowledge
(TCK)

Content
Knowledge
(CK)

Pedagogical
Content
Knowledge
(PCK)

Contexts

Source: The TPACK Model

ISTE’s Standards for Educators
SAMR and TPACK are frameworks for addressing the philosophical
shift toward employing technology in our learning design. But what
facilitates that shift are competencies in edtech. ISTE’s Standards
for Educators can provide benchmarks for professional learning
that yield more teacher-driven learning experiences that qualify
for the “transformation” part of the SAMR model.

ISTE Standards for Educators
Learner

Designer

Educators continually improve their practice by
learning from and with others and exploring proven
and promising practices that leverage technology to
improve student learning.

Educators design authentic, learner-driven activities
and environments that recognize and accommodate
learner variability.

Facilitator

Leader
Educators seek out opportunities for leadership to
support student empowerment and success and to
improve teaching and learning.

Educators facilitate learning with technology to
support student achievement of the ISTE Standards for
Students.

Analyst

Citizen
Educators seek out opportunities for leadership to
support student empowerment and success and to
improve teaching and learning.

Educators understand and use data to drive their
instruction and support students in achieving their
learning goals.

Collaborator
Educators dedicate time to collaborate with both
colleagues and students to improve practice, discover
and share resources and ideas, and solve problems.
Source: ISTE Standards for Educators

With the right touch and combination of complementary frameworks and standards, superintendents, curriculum directors and tech
directors can open doors for classroom teachers to find purpose in transforming their instructional design through the guided infusion of
integrated edtech.
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What’s next?

Considering how your team has transitioned to delivering instruction online in some manner, how can you support movement from
traditional learning design to ones that are developed in accordance with a framework such as SAMR and/or TPACK?
Equity Lens: With a goal to provide higher-quality learning opportunities, making progress across SAMR/TPACK is a win for both
teachers and students when transitioning to more engaging means of instructional exchange using technology.

Emerging
●

●

●

 e use edtech in our
W
instruction to enhance the
experience.
 ome of our learning
S
community are “techy.”
 e’re starting to invest in
W
edtech professional learning,
aligned to standards.

Developing
●

●

●

 e use edtech in our
W
instruction to redesign tasks.

Advanced
●

 any in our learning
M
community are tech-savvy.
 e’re progressing by
W
aligning our professional
learning to ISTE Standards
for Educators.

●

●

Where are we right now?
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 e use edtech in our
W
instruction to offer a learning
experience otherwise not
possible.
 e make certain all our staff
W
and students are equipped
with the tools and techniques
to excel with edtech.
 e are a school/district
W
aligned comprehensively to
ISTE Standards for Educators.

From the suggestions in the section above, what next steps are you going to take in your school(s)?

Emerging
●

●

●

 sing edtech as a means
U
to modestly enhance or
augment the learning
experience.
 orming a diverse edtech
F
PLC that works to incorporate
new tools for the sake of
training and sharing with the
entire learning community.
I ntroducing the ISTE
Standards for Educators.

Developing
●

●

●

Advanced

 sing edtech to create a
U
significantly different learning
experience than without.
Promoting classroom
teachers to tech integration
specialists to support
emerging teachers.

●

●

 ctively evaluating work and
A
tracking growth of teacher’
edtech competencies
according to the ISTE
Standards for Educators.
●

 sing edtech in a
U
sophisticated manner
to generate a learning
experience that would
be impossible without the
technology.
 eeing edtech successfully
S
used from lesson planning
to operation with learners
empowered by teachers and
teachers supported by the
tech department.
 aving teachers employing
H
and deploying the right
technology to their learners
to successfully challenge
them in instructional activities
on the high end of SAMR
and/or TPACK.
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Student Data Topics
Though we will know more later, the DQC is already offering
guidance on how to effectively use student data to recover from
the setbacks incurred as a result of the COVID-19 outbreak. As much
as we’ve relied upon student data for compliance with TEA state
reporting and other such entities, that’s likely to increase even
more for the local decisions we’ll need to make in the future, often
in the blind. DQC argues elsewhere that effective data systems are
securely integrated with each other in an interoperable manner.
The implications for optimizing your edtech can be fairly drastic
from one Texas district to another, but the same holds true for all:
security, privacy, ethics and efficacy are all issues to be attended to.
ISTE provides a succinct document linking to other student data
topics by role and is focused upon developing digital citizenship
skills with students for a safe and inclusive culture in their school’s
online exchanges.

Student data security
The onus for data security is often on the vendors represented in
your edtech stack. And most adhere not just to national
specifications for security, but even to emerging and higherstandard global ones such as the EU’s General Data Privacy
Regulations (GDPR). LearnLaunch discusses this specific standard
for school leaders eager to know if their student data are
vulnerable.
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Consider these resources for evaluating
your current data-security strengths and
weaknesses:
US DOE Data Security: K-12 and Higher Education
TEA’s Cybersecurity Tips & Tools
Why Student Data Security Matters
To Better Protect Student Data, Know the
Difference Between Security and Privacy
The NAASP on Student Data Privacy

Student data privacy

Student data ethics

The Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT) has routinely
published legally sound advice for educators on the topic of
student privacy, and has recently been focusing their research
on how privacy concerns from the nationwide shutdown during
the spring of 2020 need to be contended with in the district’s
reopening plans and adjusted protocols. To support districts
addressing privacy gaps, CDT has provided a free student data
privacy course for education leaders.

In addition to security and privacy, another topic to address with
staff concerns student data ethics. As alluded to above, keeping
certain information private, even within a school’s staff, is a legal
responsibility outlined in various acts such as FERPA, CIPA, COPPA
and HIPAA. Now, with staff working from home and not adjacent
to coworkers, the unsavory task of enforcing ethical behavior
around student data is a real concern for leaders.

Privacy differs from security in that it entails best practices that
fall within the purview of professionalism, not software code. The
two most often converge in the “roles and permissions” features
of the various platforms in your edtech stack. Students must have
control over what information is shared and visible within the
learning community—and staff must have access only to the data
they use to do their jobs effectively, in order to protect the agency
of students. These settings often prevent certain roles from seeing
data they aren’t legally permitted to access.
ConnectSafely, another organization watching out for the privacy
of students, published a comprehensive guide to help educators
easily assess their privacy stance and watch for breaches to privacy.
Access 4 Learning (A4L), the new name of the parent organization
maintaining the School Interoperability Framework (SIF), has
published extensive support documents for your technicians
using the SIF protocol for connecting disparate data sources.
A4L’s Student Data Privacy Consortium aims to unite schools and
districts; regional, territorial and state agencies; policymakers;
trade organizations; and marketplace providers working to
get ahead of data-privacy issues that arise in managing a
learner’s data day-to-day. More universally, their resources for
empowering school leaders to engage in the conversation around
data interoperability, regardless of integration specifications,
can prove useful to district privacy measures.

The security and privacy resources above provide coverage
for an ethical approach to student data management and give
district leaders a firm footing for providing expectations in
professionalism to the entire staff and learning community at a
time when access to data and priorities for referencing student
data are shifting.

Student data efficacy through interoperability
Data efficacy is about the way your learning community uses
data to inform decision-making. Proper training in evidencebased approaches to making the most of the data sources in
your edtech stack is important. And what propels mastery of
these tools and their associated techniques is that these platforms
operate interdependently. We refer to this technical topic as data
interoperability: the secure exchange of data between two or
more platforms or apps that you use for operating your school
and informing your learning interactions.
With learning from home occurring all across Texas, we need
to improve our efficacy to the fullest extent possible. Often,
this is accomplished through collaboration and prioritizing
programming to connect one database to another, and can swing
wildly depending on what data are available on each side after
an exchange.
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Once again, A4L and the “Powered by SIF” interoperability
standard are a leading force in the conversation. The SIF
specification is honored by most edtech vendors as a means to
securely and privately share the right data between platforms, so
educators can focus on teaching and learning. Their recent update
to their Unity specification, developed as an open-source project
by their large community of users, promises performance that
exceeds prior versions used by the most popular edtech vendors
for the states, consortia, districts and schools they interact with.
Another organization invested in seeing data interoperability
become the norm is Project Unicorn, one of many ambitious
initiatives led by InnovateEDU to bring together end-users
and vendors to maximize the availability of the correct data,
regardless of role in the learning community. Ask your SIS/LMS
vendors about such integrations with content apps and other
components in your edtech stack.
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A collaborative effort guided by industry experts from across
the spectrum of student data concerns, Project Unicorn offers
resources for helping visionary education leaders lead the
process between their technology services and vendors. And as
alluded to before, with TEA’s affordance of Schoology licenses
statewide, such technical assistance to help new adopters of the
LMS integrate it into the rest of their edtech stack is going to be in
high demand across the state for the foreseeable future.
With that in mind, the Project Unicorn Interoperability Rubric
offers a great method for prioritizing your work in collaboration
with your team. It will help you sequence the work and prevent
competing priorities from emerging. There are other userfriendly resources available, too, for presenting to your board,
your vendors and other stakeholders needed to build consensus
and support you as a leader.

Unity Speciﬁcation

Unity Specification
2

Mappings Release

Mappings Release

3

Source: The Unity Specification Diagram by A4L
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Technology Stack Evaluation
The edtech stack has never been more important. From SIS, LMS and content apps to the support services of communication,
transportation and human resources, your district’s reliance upon the entire system has cemented itself in the center of our decisionmaking as educators.

The Ed Tech Hierarchy of Needs
LOR

Skills & Content

Learning
Object
Repository

LMS

Instructional
Interaction

Learning
Management
System

SIS

Core Data
Infrastructure

Student
Information
System

Edtech Hierarchy of Needs. Source: Eric Nentrup
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Ask these questions of your edtech vendors:
Are your systems (SIS, LMS, etc.) cloud-based or
hosted locally?
What does the service model afford the schools and
district?
Is the system built on modern architecture?
What does training cost, and how much time is
required?
How is data security and privacy supported by each
vendor represented below?
Are you able to control roles and permissions for
student data-privacy requirements?
Which of the following resources do your vendors
provide—course templates, modules, shared lessons/
projects from the user community?

Though your district uses dozens of pieces of software, in the
diagram above we focus on three strata of edtech apps and
platforms at the heart of teaching and learning. They are
organized hierarchically, similar to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
for psychological well-being. And as in Maslow’s hierarchy, the
foundation of our edtech stack needs to be optimal to support the
upper layers more effectively.
Across Texas, this entire ecosystem can look as unique as each
of our schools, our staff and, of course, our students. As such,
reviewing the quality of your digital ecosystem need not be a
daunting task. In some measures, an audit will reveal the means
to not only improve day-to-day operations through increased
efficiency and visibility of the right data at the right time, but
also have an impact on equity. In most cases, it comes down to
improved understanding and usage of what your developers
intended. In some, it means a wholesale replacement of a piece
of software with another platform to get the performance and
integrity you need.
We will cover the three strata above from the ground up; but
overall, there are some things to think about when you evaluate
your entire edtech stack.

Student Information System (SIS)
Regarding student and schoolwide data, the student information
system (SIS) serves as the source of truth in most cases for comparing
data, regardless of whether those data are gathered at registration
or surfaced on a transcript generated around the time of graduation.
Your teachers may spend more time in your LMS, but the district
office staff and all administrators are referencing and entering data
into the SIS throughout the school day.
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Many of your planning efforts are dependent upon the student
data entered, such as master scheduling to inform your course and
staffing needs, reporting functionality to TEA and rostering across
instructional applications. Maintaining this core data is of the highest
importance as these priorities evolve. Maximizing the performance
of your SIS and your team’s familiarity with its features should be a
priority between your technology team and the vendor.

Learning Management System (LMS)
As important a role as the SIS plays in keeping your district
organized and compliant, 99% of our graduates will use a
variant of an LMS in their postsecondary work—even if they’re
headed into a trade or the military. Comfort working in an LMS
is yet another opportunity you extend to your students, whether
instruction occurs online or in a hybrid setting, synchronously
or asynchronously. The LMS is now what students and teachers
associate with their learning journey in your school, and well
designed learning experiences delivered through a leading
LMS in Texas (Schoology, Canvas, Google Classroom) can set
students on a path not only toward academic success, but toward
developing the agency to learn on their own and at their own
pace. Features may vary depending on the vendor, but the core
functionality stays relatively the same.
As Texas schools take advantage of TEA’s arrangement to make
Schoology freely available for the next two years, others may
stay with their vendor or go another direction, based on fit for the
overall learning experience or model espoused by that school.
Canvas maintains a course-evaluation checklist that is fairly
universal and an excellent tool for building out a course of study, if
your vendor doesn’t provide one. Google Classroom is extremely
popular across Texas, and the user community is spread out over
five chapters of Google Educator Groups.
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Ask the following questions about your
SIS vendor:
Can you access reporting data easily for local
reporting?
Does the vendor support data interoperability across
your stack (especially the LMS)?
Are students and parents able to easily access their
student and household data?
Does the transcript feature align to the current state
transcript?
Does the gradebook align with the one in your LMS,
regardless of grading approach?

Consider the following questions for your
LMS vendor:
Is there a course-evaluation checklist that reflects values
surfaced in prior sections of this guide for learner agency,
equity and SEL?
Have you reviewed the training resources included with
your license and embedded in the LMS for all roles and
responsibilities?
Are there templates for lessons, modules/units and project plans?
Is there a way to share proven content and lessons and
instructional activities?
What are the usage expectations of the teaching staff—
available, encouraged, required? And to what extent?
Have you begun a staff and learning-community dialogue
for updating LMS expectations?

Whichever direction you take for your schools, having an LMS is no
longer an option or a luxury. It’s a crucial component in protecting
the continuity of learning.

Implementing/optimizing the learning management system
One critical presupposition involves the use of a dedicated LMS
for delivering instruction. Many reading this guide already use
one, but across the state, there are many districts that don’t have a
full-function LMS. And the Distance Learning Progression from the
PL Toolbox offers some universal support applicable to optimizing
almost any LMS.
The staff needs to know how to use the LMS confidently by
implementing best practices, regardless of the unique features of
your LMS of choice. The guidance provided here is intended to be
universal, if your technology is in place.

Does the grade book afford options such as competencybased tracking support?
Is the system user-friendly to all roles?
Can the LMS integrate with all other content and skill apps?

Engagement
in Independent
Learning

Establish a LMS

How customizable is the LMS?
What reporting and analytics functionality does it offer?
Are there native assessment tools in the LMS?
Does the LMS have robust chat/discussion/collaboration
capabilities?
Does the LMS allow for Open Education Resources (OER),
publisher content, and teacher-created resources, links
and lessons?

Asynchronous
Learning

Engagement
in Guided
Learning

Feedback for
Learning

Synchronous
Learning

Source: The Distance Learning Progression, the PL Toolbox

Does the LMS integrate with our SIS system? With Single
Sign-on, natively or through a third party service like
Clever or ClassLink?
Can the learning content be assigned to individuals, groups
and/or classes?
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Content and Skill Platforms/Apps
At the top of the pyramid—though at the bottom of this section
of the guide—are all the apps teachers use to reach students. All
the LMS providers have a catalog of apps that make use of their
chosen data-interoperability standards, but not all content-app
developers have completed such code or scripting work to make
data transfer in a secure and seamless manner. Canvas and
Schoology use the Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) standard
from IMS Global with content providers, and Google Classroom
has a partnership program for vendors to join. Without that
integration, the higher priority for the teacher is access to the right
tools for their students to continue learning—even if they have to
manually enter data in your official grade book until the demand
for that interoperability crests and the technical work is completed.
In addition to more information about the statewide opportunity
to use Schoology, TEA’s Texas Home Learning site has a number
of applications and TEKS-aligned curriculum resources they are
making available for schools to use and organized by both grade
and content area.
Again, ISTE’s work in their Free Tech For Learning directory provides
a list of discounted, free, and open education resources for different
content and skill areas is quite valuable for filling in gaps in online
learning and is also organized by grade level.
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Consider the following questions for your
content vendors:
Do you allow teachers to choose the right tools for
reaching their students, or is there a vetting process
by your tech crew to approve such apps before usage?
Is it necessary?
Do the apps easily and thoroughly integrate with your
LMS?
Do they have adequate security and privacy protocols?
Are they user-friendly for all roles?
Can you tailor instructional activities from one to many?
Does the material adhere to other frameworks your
school is committed to?
Does the content application allow for single sign-on
or integrate with our LMS and SIS natively or through
a service such as Clever or ClassLink?

Communication Apps
Most of our productivity and interaction apps are commodities to
us after web conferencing took over our face-to-face interactions
this spring. No matter how much we’ve grown to depend on
web conferencing during the pandemic, this is a time to evaluate
how these and other tools facilitate our efforts to do everything
from having rich conversations with our families from our own
living rooms to hosting ad hoc staff meetings in response to local,
regional or national changes as the public-health crisis continues
to develop.

There are redundant ways to communicate with the learning
community, and those redundancies should be employed to
reinforce messaging, whether it’s an emergency or approaching
deadline, a question about a project or a concern for a child’s
well-being. Remind has been around for a number of years,
helping school leaders quickly get the word out when needed and
providing data insight such as those in their recent report citing
dips in student engagement across their user base. Here is a stateby-state breakdown from the report:
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1.8K
2.8K

.3K

2.0K

1.1K

12.6K

13.2K
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42.1K
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12.8K
6.4K
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69.1K

35.1K

2.8K

9.4K

14.8K
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15.9K

27.7K

26.4K

49.4K

30.6K

22.4K
13.3K

10.7K

17.7K
19.2K
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14.1K

27.2K

72.0K

199.3K
14.9K
6.9K
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Source: Student Disengagement by State, by Remind
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The Old Way

Text

The New Way

App

SIS Site

Tech-savvy Parent

Administrator

Tech-savvy Parent

Teacher

Tech-shy Parent

School Staff

Busy Parent

PTA / PTO

Tech-savvy Student

Flyer

VS

School Staff
Tech-shy Parent
Teacher

Email
Website

PTA / PTO

Busy Parent

Administrators
Calls

ParentSquare Communication Workflow diagram. Source: EdTechDigest.com
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Consider these questions about your
communication apps:
There are user-experience issues to pay attention
to, both technologically and for the sake of equity.
Is the data encrypted, protecting students at home?
Is it integrated into your LMS or productivity suite?
Does it allow for real-time staff collaboration (via
channels and chat)?
Does it allow texting for students and parents?

ParentSquare is a newer app in this space, positioning themselves
at the intersection of all our communication channels and between
the sender and the receivers. A glance at their diagram below helps
clarify how they solve the problem of confusing lines of communication
among the parties working together in our schools every day.
Tools that blur the lines between multichannel communication
management and content management exist as well. The exemplar
is relative newcomer Apptegy, which helps leaders get out urgent
messages as well as manage your school or district’s website. The
advantage here is a comprehensive outreach system for alerts,
for publishing content for families and for being proactive about
promoting the brand of your school’s offerings to the community.

Do the apps have audio/video chat as a core
feature?

Regardless whether you use a dedicated third-party app or the
tools that are native to your other suites and platforms, unifying
how they’re used is an important component to keeping your
school and community stakeholders informed. Integration with
your SIS allows for targeted communications to subgroups per
the user’s discretion.

When one service fails, what’s the contingency
plan? Is it a lesson, meeting or broadcast message?

There are user-experience issues to pay attention to, both
technologically and for the sake of equity.

Are logs accessible to the end-user without vendor
intervention when transcripts need to be reviewed?
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Conclusion
The causes leading to this paradigm shift were jarring, but we’re
continuing forward as edtech leaders, as educators at large, and
also as citizens, neighbors, and friends sharing common work.
We are committed to the continuity of instruction with equity to
ensure all learners are given not only attention, but access to a
quality education to prepare them for what comes next. In this
new era of living, working and, of course, learning, we also have
the opportunity to develop new learning solutions and models
that work for all involved, and to employ the right technology
and techniques to see our learners succeed. The TxLx represents
an effort to move away from those unsettling circumstances,
adopting change for the better across roles.
The thankless part of edtech leadership has more often been about
removing barriers to productivity—and that remains essential for
all the teachers and learners we’re supporting. When time passes
and we reflect upon how the events of 2020 accelerated the
adoption of new ways of learning, we are hopeful that our efforts
to fortify relationships, and stay fixed on the vision of supporting
teachers and helping learners grow through edtech, will have
prevailed.
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Resource Library
Equity
Equity-focused Organizations in Texas

General Equity Support

●

Dallas Truth, Racial Healing and Transformation

●

ADL Self-assessment

●

Equity by Design, A Practice for Transformation

●

The Commit Partnership of Dallas

●

Institute for Educational Leadership (IEL)

●

EALA Resource Library

●

Mexican American School Boards Association

●

Equity Requirements in IDEA

●

National Alliance of Black School Educators (NABSE)

●

●

Texas Alliance of Black School Educators (TABSE)

●

 exas Association of Latino Administrators and
T
Superintendents (ALAS)

●

Texas Caucus of Black School Board Members

●

Texas Equity Toolkit

●

Tribal Educational Directors National Assembly

 quity, Inclusion, and Opportunity: Addressing Success
E
Gaps Toolbox for Implementation

●

Getting Through: Distributive Leadership

●

Houston ISD’s Multilingual Resources for Parents

●

●

I magining September: Principles and Design Elements for
Ambitious Schools During COVID-19
I ntercultural Development Research Association—Six Goals
of Educational Equity Infographic

●

National Communication Plan for Returning to School

●

Restart & Recovery Guide

●

Restart & Recovery

●

SPEDTex (provides statewide purview)

●

TEA’s Supporting English Learners in Texas

●

 eaching Tolerance’s Critical Practices for Anti-bias
T
Education

●

Texas’s TXEL Program

●

Talking Points

●

The 228 Accelerator’s “equityXdesign”
Resource Library
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Learner-centered Edtech Leadership
●

●

AKDAR Change Model

●

Bridge’s Transition Model

●

Connected Nation: Texas

●

●
●

●
●

 igital Promise Global’s Learner Variability Project (LVP)
D
and the Learner Variability Navigator
Educate Texas Collective Impact Model & Support Services
 xploration of a Social Capital Framework for Evaluative
E
Studies of Technology Integration
Future Ready Schools
 armony Public Schools’ Microcredential Professional
H
Learning

●

ICLE’s 7 Pillars of Digital Leadership

●

ISTE’s Free Tech For Learning

●

Learning Transformed

●

Reimagining Space, Time & Staffing

●

SMART & SUCCESS Goal Setting Models

●
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 Question of Trust: The Arcadia Unified Better
A
Together Project

 EA’s Excellence in Remote Instruction Webinars
T
and Materials

Resource Library

●

TEA’s Strong Start Resources

●

Texas Association of School Administrators

●

The Four Elements of Trust

●

These 3 Ingredients Are Key to Districtwide Transformation

●

Use Projects to Manage Change and Develop Leaders

●

 iew the 10 Contextual Variables and Working Definitions
V
Selected by the Edtech Genome Steering Committee to Be
Studied First

Evaluating and Enhancing the Learner’s
Experience with Edtech

Communication Apps
●

Apptegy

●

A4L’s Unity Specification

●

ParentSquare

●

Distance Learning Progression from the PL Toolbox

●

Remind’s Engagement Data Report

●

DQC’s Data Systems that Work

●

ISTE Standards for Educators
TPACK

●

●

Access 4 Learning Community Site

TPACK with Schoology

●

●

CDT’s COVID-19 and Student Privacy Course

●

CDT’s Privacy & Equity Guide

●

Closing the Gap: Turning SIS/LMS Data into Action

●

COVID-19 Recovery Requires Education Data

Technology Stack Audit
●

●

●

Canvas

Student Data Topics

●

Apps to Use with Canvas

●

Project Unicorn’s Data Interoperability Resources

●

Course Evaluation Checklist

●

TEA’s Cybersecurity Tips & Tools

●

The Educator’s Guide to Student Data Privacy

●

US DOE Data Security: K-12 and Higher Education

Google Classroom
●

Apps That Work with Classroom

●

Google Educator Groups

Schoology
●

Apps to Use with Schoology

●

TEA’s Press Release for Statewide Schoology Access

Student Data Laws
●

CIPA

●

COPPA

●

FERPA

●

HIPAA

Resource Library
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